WAAAGH! PACA 2020 appearance CHECKLIST
Player______________________

Army______________________

Check each box that applies to your army and elaborate in the additional text box as necessary.
***

Paint Judges will double check your scoring. If they need to modify it, you will lose a Sportsmanship point.

INDIVIDUAL SCORING (16 Points Possible)

□ Is the entire army based and painted to a 3 color minimum standard? This is worth 6 points.
□ Does the army have three or more unique Objective models?
□ Does the army have a display board?
□ Does the display board match the army's basing and theme?
□ Does the display board have a name placard?
□ Does the army have a consistent basing scheme?
□ Does the army have a consistent paint scheme?
□ Are models noticeably, and consistently, highlighted and shaded?
□ Are there noticeable conversions? (Do not count the objectives.)
□ Do the Hero models stand out from the rank and file?
□ Does the army's modeling, conversions, basing or display board reflect the Realm it is from?
(If you did not nominate a Realm for you army, automatically score this one)
Elaborate on that last question and any others below, as necessary.

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

COMMUNITY Voting (9 points possible)
You will display one of your objectives, one of your models, and your entire army for community voting during
the event. You may receive additional Appearance points, based off the number of votes you receive in each
category. The following achievements are worth 1 point each. Achievements are cumulative. Judges will fill this
section out.
Two or more Best Objective votes

Two or more Best Model votes

Two or more Best Army votes

Top Ten Best Objective

Top Ten Best Model

Top Ten Best Army

The Best Objective

The Best Model

The Best Army

